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Delusion of air also helps to prolong the life of the iron kettles by checking ;he attack on them by sulphuric acid.
Titus Ulke, however, announced I that the method of reducing sulphate >f silver by heating it with charcoal, was tried by the Consolidated Kansas Sty Smelting and Refining Company, and abandoned, owing to the great ^olume of objectionable gases evolved, probably accompanied by heavy osses of silver. Gutzkow's original method of reducing sulphate of silver vith a solution of ferrous sulphate was at that time used at the company's porks at Argentine, and 36,000 ozs. of dore silver (containing on an average : per cent, of gold and 95 per cent, of silver) were parted daily at a mean ost (in 1895) of 0*22 cent per oz., not including cost of superintendence ,nd office expenses.2 The cost in 1892 at this works had been 0-35 cent >er oz. These costs corresponded to 5'5 cents and 8*75 cents per oz of efined gold produced. The wages were from $2 to $2| per day, and ulphuric acid cost one cent per pound.
8. Miller's Chlorine Process.—The use of chlorine gas for the purification f molten gold was first proposed by L. Thompson in 1838, and the results f his investigations were published in the Journal of the Society of Arts 3 wo years later. He stated that t: it has long been known to chemists, that iot only has gold no affinity for chlorine at red heat, but that it actually arts with it at that temperature, although previously combined. . . . 'his, however, is not the case with those metals with which gold is sually alloyed. It offers, therefore, at once an easy and certain means f separation."
In 1867, F. B. Miller,4 the Assayer of the Sydney Mint, applied this roperty of chlorine to the separation of gold from silver on the large cale, and the process has been in use at Sydney ever since, being articularly suitable for the purpose under the local conditions. Among bese conditions may be mentioned the facts that acid is very costly, and hat there is a scarcity of silver bullion containing small quantities of gold, "'he result is that the sulphuric acid parting process would prove very xpensive, but the chlorine process can be applied cheaply, as it requires ery little acid, and is efficacious in removing small quantities of silver rom gold bullion which has not been made up into alloys of definite omposition. Before the introduction of the chlorine process no attempt -as made to extract the silver from any of the native gold of Australia and [ew Zealand which was coined at the Sydney Mint. Sovereigns were manu-actured containing several per cent, of silver, which replaced part of the opper used as the alloying metal. These sovereigns, some of which are till in existence, can be easily recognised by their pale tint, due to the presence & silver. Such sovereigns have not been manufactured since 1872. Besides eparating the silver, the chlorine process removes the small quantities of 3ad, antimony, etc., which render most of the Australian retorted gold 'little, and so in one operation prepares the gold for coinage. Almost the fhole of the gold produced in Australia is now deposited in the mints of iydney, Melbourne, and Perth. All unrefined bullion received at the mints
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